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DEDICATION
This book is
to my many fine teachers, and especially
the memory
ine Brock, who taught me Latin and
journalism. She died on 18 September 1992, at the age of 99.
In 1955 Miss Brock retired, having taught in the Grand Island,
Nebraska school
m for 34 years. She then moved to Lincoln,
where she taught correspondence courses in Latin for the University
of Nebraska. In the 19805, when Latin W;LS no longer offered in
pub!:c
Miss Brock was approJched by students
who still
education. She taught them gratis.
her disdain for euphemism, sentimenta1ity.
iness
nor have I forgotten J. lecture she gave
on the meaning of PRUBITA".
to

No sooner had Candide reached the inn than he was struck
by a mild illness brought on by fatigue. But, as he was wearing
a huge diamond on his finger, and a massive strongbox had been
espied among his luggage, he was at once attended by two
doctors he had not requested, several intimate friends who would
not leave him alone, and two charitable ladies who supplied him
with warm broth. Martin said: "I can remember that I too was
sick on my first voyage to Paris; I was very poor then, so I had
no friends, no charitable ladies, and no doctors - and I got
well." However, by dint of medicine and blood-letting, Candide's
illness became serious.
- Voltaire: Candide, Chapter 22

INTRODUCTION
The perils of telling the truth became known to me at the age of
six. Just before Christmas I asked my parents if there were really a
Santa Claus.
told me, and a few
later I told my play
mates, who before that
been at least skeptical. Then the flak
began. My mot
from bitter, sobbing women: tllelY
Christmas bad been rumed byrne.' She listened patiently. That
evening my father held a frank fami), discussion. I had done
nothing wrong, he cou
and it was always right to tell the
truth - but it was also good to be cautious. for others were not so
rational as we.
I do not
ling the truth about "AIDS~.l I have taken my
share of blows for 50 doing, and I have also given a few - and [
have survived, in good health and spirits. The AIDS epidemic is an
epidemic of lies, through which hundreds of thousands of people
have died and are dying unnecessarily, billions of dollars have gone
down the drain, the Public Health Service bs disgraced itself. and
Science has plu
into whoredom.
The official AIDS paradigm - including the preposterous notion
that a biochemically inactive microbe, the so-called "human
immunodeficiency virus" U-IIV-l), causes the (at last count) 29
AIDS-indicator diseases - represents the most colossal blunder in
medical history. But it is more than a blunder. In the course of this
book it will become piain why [ have employed the metaphor of
war: t he terri
.ng and loss of life, propag:tnda, censorsh ip,
rumors, hysteria. profiteering, esp:onage. and sabouge.
This book
been written in the shadow of censorship. which
is unofficiaL but :tIl-pervasive. Though I m:ght h.ne found a
mainstream publisher with the courage to publish it, I have chosen
to use my ow n
This w:ty I am my own master. No editor has
imposed poEt'
correctness on me. or sty.ebook punctuation

reJ.\Oll'
1D
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The disadvantage is that I have had to do most of the work
myself, including proofreading, which means that inevitably there
are mistakes. I apologize for these, and would be grateful to readers
who let me know about them anything from mistakes of fact to
dangling participles or faulty verb sequences. 2
In a way, The AIDS War is the second volume to my first AlDS
book, Poison By Prescription: The A ZT Story. It is a collection of my
major writings on "AIDS", going back to February 1985: dispatches
from the front. I want them to stand for the record, so that no one,
when the truth finally prevails, can pretend we didn't speak out.
A number of chapters were written especially for this book, and
their placement in it is somewhat arbitrary. The most important are
Chapter XIX: "The Risk-AIDS Hypothesis", in which I discuss the
nature and causes of «AIDS"; and Chapter XX: "Recovery From
AIDS", in which I put forward a comprehensive program of
recovery for those with a diagnosis of "AIDS".
I began researching" AIDS" in early 1983. Initially I was shocked
by the incompetence with which the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) conducted survey research, my own profession since 1966.
Later I would be shocked by the dishonesty, venality, ;u1d ruthless
ness of the AIDS Establishment. It became apparent; after a few
years, that I could not do AIDS research and hold down a very
demanding job at the same time, so I became a full-time writer,
which is what I had always wanted to be.
For a decade of my life I have been fighting on the front lines of
the AIDS War, and not alone. Many of my comrades appear as the
heroes and heroines of this book. A great many more people have
helped me, and I wish I could acknowledge them all - though if r
tried, I would probably forget a few. My thanks to all of you.
Thanks especially to L. Craig Schoonmaker and Ian Young, who
criticized important chapters and provided practical assistance. I
remain grateful to Charles Ortleb, who originally published most
of these articles.

lReaders did respond to this appeal. Thanks. Dozens of mistakes have been
eliminated from the second printing, though there probably still are a few.
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CHAPTER I

CDC's Tables Obscure AIDS-Drugs
Connection 1
In 1982 it became apparent that the proportions of each of the
AIDS risk groups were remaining more or less constant. Month
after month gay/bisexual men continued to account for just under
three quarters of t he cases.
If AIDS were simply a new, unusually virulent. communicable
disease, it should have begun to fan out into the general population.
But this has not happened. Outside of the other recognized risk
groups - intravenous drug users, Haitians and hemophiliacs - only
negligible numbers of women or heterosexual men have developed
the syndrome.
It is thereiore reasonable to infer that some particular lifestyle,
genetic or environmental factor or factors are causing - or at least
predisposing
the high risk groups to develop AlDS.
Regardless of what the final answers may be, government
statistics have significantly misrepresented the risk factors for AIDS.
both by overemphasizing homosexual practices and by submerging
drug usage among AIDS cases.

CDC Misrepresentation of Risk Factors
Let's begin with a basic question: What are the characteristics of
the people who have developed AlDS?
We do not really know very much about the people with AIDS.
The data that we do have are inadequate and misleading, despite the
fact that every week the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) release
tables which
tables of "AIDS Cases by Patient Characteristics"
are frequently reprinted in the gay press.

'This was my fim major AIDS anicle, published in the Phd.uielphu
\'eu'5 (14 February 1985), and then reprintcd in fivc other papers

G~)
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Let's take a look at the CDC's "Patient Characteristics" table of
31 December 1984.

TABLE 1
AIDS Cases by Patient Characteristics
31 December 1984

Number
of Cases
Gay/Bisexual
Male
Female
IV-Drug Abusers
Male
Female
Haitian
Male
Female
Hemophiliacs
Male
Female
Heterosexual Contact
Male
Female
Transfusion
Male
Female
Other
Male
Female

Total

Percent
of Total

5,541
0
5,541

73.0

1,042
275
1,317

17.0

221
42
263

3.0

49
0
49

1.0

5
54
59

1.0

49
41
90

1.0

206
84
290

4.0

7,609

The Drugs Connection
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(I note in passing that whoever set up the right-hand column
decided to use whole percents, but then absurdly added decimal
points and zeros, Done correctly, in tenths, the column would read:
and 3.8%. The CDC is
72,8%, 17,YX."
ignorant of many quite elementalJ' statistical conventions,)
Asked to interpret
a tabie, you would probably begin by
saying: "Ot the 7,609 AIDS cases, 73';\, are gay or bisexual men." So
so good.
the AIDS cases are intravenous
Then you might say: "17(10
(IV) drug abusers.~ But you would
wrong. The table is set up in
such a "ial' that the 17% figure comprISes only those IV drug
abusers who are completely straight. An IV drug abuser who has
had sex with another man IS not counted as an IV drug abuser: he
is counted only as a gay/bisexua: man. :\'owhere on the table IS the
tot a! percentage of IV drug abusers shown.
Although absurd from an ana'ytical standpoint. the correct way
to read the ubie i~ to say: "17% of the AIDS cases are IV drug
heterosexual."
abusers whose sexual orientation is enti
:\'ext we come to the H.1itians. who .1ppe.1r to represent only 3
~';;, .1ctua
refers only to those H.1itians who
of the cases. But t
have never used IV drugs
who h.1ve never
g.1y sex,
CDC dis this "hierarchiC.1! presentatior.". I dl it obscu
rantlsm,
In .1 dec.1ae .1nd.1
f in m.1rket rese.1rch, 1 can't remember
ing encountered one of these "hier.1rch'
present.1t1ons" .1nd
c:wnot conceive ot .1n;: .1n.1:ytic.11 purpme
.1 t.1ble might serve.
are
What we W.1nt to know is how m.1ny of the AIDS Clses /II
L'V drug .1busers. how m.1ny UI rou! are H.1iti.1ns, \X'h:-' should g.1:'
sex m.1Ke .1fl IV drug abuser cease to
an 1\' drug
r~ \X'hv
should .1 needle-using H.1iti.1r: cease to be .1 Haiti.1n~

Significant Overlap
Let's go back to the 1\' drug .1busers. Told how the CDC's
"hierarchical present.1tion" works, you prob.1bly assume th.1t the
- (h,lt only :m
overi.1p betweer. C.1tegories IS reiJuvely
insignific.1nt percentJge of the "gay/bisex "men h.1ppen .1lso to be
"IV
abusers". You would be wrong .1g:un
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At last year's New York City health conference. CDC represen
tatives said that about 25% of the gay men with AIDS were also IV
drug abusers. This means that about 19% of the total AIDS cases
were gay male IV drug abusers whom the CDC had counted only
as gay or bisexual. Adding this 19'Yo to the 17°/., IV drug abusers
who were straight, we find that 36%, or over one third, of the total
national AIDS cases would be IV drug abusers.
Recent statistics. reponed by Harold Ginzburg, Associate
Director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse. suggest that 12%
of the gay/bisexual males with AIDS had a history of IV drug usage.
This means that 9(X, of the total AIDS cases would be gay male IV
drug abusers whom the CDC had counted only as gay or bisexual.
Adding this 9'}b to the 17°;', IV drug abusers who were straight, we
find that
or over a fourth, of the totai national AIDS cases
would be IV drug abusers.
Let this information sink in: at least 26% and possibly 36% of
the national AIDS cases are IV drug abusers.:

New York Statistics
The Ne\\' York City Health Department has issued statistical
tables of patient characteristics which. if not perfect, are far superior

~NOle

hy Stank,.

\X'd rd.

who

WJS

Edam ()f the PhdA.i.iclphu G.n

.\'(;.:,~

in

1985: Accordlll h [0 Boh Aldell, CDC lnlormwon Officer, [hl' l.uesl StallStlC,.

complete thnlUhh 28 January 1
indicate a total of 7,962 Jdub with AIDS.
of whom 5,808, or nOlo, are hal·/hlsexual Illale>. 727 of the hJy/hi)('xual lJIalt"
are ,ll,o IV drug ahu,cr, ..Addlllg [hIS figure [0 the 1.372 hc[t'fo,exual 1\ dru h
ahusers YIeld, a uHal of 2.099 1\' dntg ahuser,. For 868 of the hav/hlsexlI,l!
males. howc\,<'f, 1\' dnlg ahuse IS an unknown (aC[Of. Suhlra<'lillg thiS Ilgurc
lrom the unal of 7,962 adult case.,
7,094 pcr'ons wnh ,'\IDS wh",(' usc
or nOIl-Ust' of IV dnl h' i, J kn()wn [K[or.
The 2,099 IV dntg ahu,ers thus represent 29.6';';) "f the lO[al AIDS CJ.s"S f"r
whom me or nOll-me of IV dntg, is a kllf)Wll LlCI()f. This pcrct'lllage h,,\
Jpproxtrl1atcly midway hCIWCCIl lhe low eSll1l1atc of one luurlh and the high
estimate of one third (If [he w[al perCelllJgc of IV dnlg ahusers alllong perS()\lS
with AIDS, rcgJrdless ()f sexual orientatioll.
A ,econd source at the CDC, who aske'd 1I1J[ hi.s/her name' he wnhhc:j,
plJced [he currClll 10lai of IV dnlg ahusers al1l<Jf1g PCf'>()l1\ wllh AIDS at 34.4°0.
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the CDes "hierarchical~ tables, The New York data reveal that
about one third of the AIDS cases in that city are IV drug abusers,
As of 21 December 1984, New York City had 2,848 cases of
AIDS, of whom 64,5% were gay/bisexual men (regardless of
whether or not they were IV drug abusers) and somewhere from
32,5% to 35,9 were IV drug abusers (regardless of sex or sexual
orientation), A breakdown of these categories is shown below:
to

1

){)

TABLE 2
NYC AIDS Cases by Patient Characteristics
21 December 1984

Number
of Cases
TOTAL

2,848

Gay/Bisexual Men - Total
Not IV Drug Abusers
IV Drug Abusers
IV Drug Use Unknown

1,838
1,570
171
97

Known IV Drug Abusers - Total
Straight Men
Gay/Bisexual Men
Straight Women
Sexual Orientation Unknown
Lesbian/Bisexual Women

548
171
137
57
12

Percent
of Total

55,1
6,0
3.4

19,3
6,0

4,8
2,0
0.4

IV Drug Use Unknown

Note: Some persons are counted in more than one category.
This table does not show all categories le.g" Haitians),

16
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CDC Hierarchy: Medical or Moral?
The CDC has made little effort to correct the common public
belief that IV drug abusers account for only 17% of the total AIDS
cases, although in fact they represent between 26'r,) and 36'Yo. In the
CDC newsletter Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report ?\1i'vtWR) of
6 January 1984, this statement appears: «Groups at highest risk of
acquiring AIDS continue to be homosexual or bisexual men (71 %
of cases) and intravenous drug users (17 0ft»)." Note the absence of any
qualifier
the reader is not informed that the 17'!{) comprises only
those IV drug abusers who happen to be exclusively heterosexual.
Last year's national television documentary, in which the CDC
played a major role, concentrated almost entirely on gay men.
Then, almost as an afterthought, it turned to other risk groups. A
large "17%" filled the TV screen as a voice intoned, "17'};, of the
AIDS cases are intravenous drug abusers". Not only is the statement
incorrect - if intentionally so, it is a lie.
Intentionally or otherwise, the CDC's so-called hierarchical
presentation does accomplish one thing: it de-emphasizes and under
represents every patient characteristic except homosexuality. One
cannot help suspecting a theOlogical minrl-set behind this statistid
misrepresentation of reality: That which is most "sinful" is pre
sumed also to be the most dangerous.

IV Drug Abuse As a rusk Factor
In light of the high percentage of AIDS cases accounted for by
IV drug abusers, it is not unreasonable to investigate the hypothesis
that IV drug abuse plays a role in the development of MDS.
The common hypothesis regarding the IV-drug abusers with
AIDS is that they "shared needles", thereby transmitting an AIDS
causing microbe from one person to another. It follows from this
hypothesis that if IV drug abusers carefully sterilized their needles.
they wouldn't get AIDS. This hypothesis has been uncritically
parroted by gay and straight media and In dozens of "risk-reduc
tion" guidelines.
It would seem more SCientific to investigate the hypothesis that
IV drug abusers get AIDS as a consequence of the drug abuse itself
before accepting a.~ fact the hypothesis that they get AIDS as a
consequence of poor needle technique.

17

Non-IV Drug Abuse
Let's look at drug abuse from a;;other angle. Published studies
on gay men with AIDS indicate tbt many of them had something
in common besides sexual orientation. They were drug abusers 
but nonetheless regular and
not necessarily IV drug
heavy users of many different unhea'thful chemical
su bstances, inelud i ng quaal udes, coca: :',e, the
in hahn ts
(poppers), ethyl cnloride, amphetammes, ruinol, barbiturates,
uppers, downers, etc.
For a minority of gay me;; these "recre::tt'
drugs" seem to be
an accepted and taken-far-granted part at the gay
It is
nonetheless rear
(not simply "judgmental") to SJy tbt ali of
substlnces are dangerous
that anyone who takes one or
more of them reguhrly qualifies as a "drug abuser".
The
and most recent study was conducted between
1981 a:ld October of ~ 981
~L1rr:- H,ne
and
September
other CDC researchers ("DiseJse \bnifestJtion JmO!;g Homosex\.u]
Men with Acqui
Immunodeficiency Syndrome A Possible Ro:e
of :\'itrites in KJposi's Sarcoma"). The CDC
her publis
the study nor cleared it for publicJtion elsewhere. Haverkos, who
hJS since
the CDC
the :\Jt'
Institutes of Health, is
en!
of the CDC's AIDS work
released copies
the
report printely.
J nigh
of drug JDUSe
Haverkos and his colieJgues
among the 87 gay men with AIDS in their study. The following
levels of
usage were reported:
Nitrite inhalants (poppers)
Marijuana
Amphetamines
Cocaine
LSD
Quaaludes
Ethyl chlOride
Barbiturates
Heroin
Any drug intravenously

97°/0
93%
68 %
66%
65%
59

48 0/0
32%
12%
17 %
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Multiple drug use was the rule: 58'*) of the subjects used five or
more different "street drugs".
Furthermore, the gay men with AIDS tended to use their drugs
heavily. Following are the median numbers of different days on
which the various drugs were used:
Marijuana
Nitrite inhalants (poppers)
Amphetamines
Barbiturates
Quaaludes
LSD

720
384
1 20
96
60
36

In addition, we should not forget that chronic and excessive
consumption of alcohol also qualifies as "drug abuse". Its familiarity
notwithstanding, :lIcohol is still potentially one of the most
dangerous drugs. Two prominent New York City gay physicians,
both of whom have treated many persons with AIDS, have stated
privately that most of these men were alcoholics.

Reversing the CDC's "Hierarchical" Priorities
The CDC has downplayed the drug connection in two ways.
First, its reports under·represent IV drug usage by means of the
"hierarchical presentation", which may reduce by as much as one
half the number of 1\' drug .1DUSerS who are counted. Second, the
CDC has chosen to disreg.1rd non-IV drug abuse as a "patient
characteristic", Even someone who has taken large qU.1ntities of hair
a dozen different "recre.1tional drugs" every day for years does not
qualify as .1 "drug .1buser~ in the CDC's epidemiology.
Suppose that the CDC had kept records on ..z// "drug abusers"
(both IV and non-IV) and had recognized "drug abuse" as a "patient
characteristic". What effect would such data hJve on the analytlcaily
absurd "hierarchical presentation"?
If we take the 87 g:q men of the Haverkos study as a basis for
some provocative guess-work, we can imagine .1 table like the
following:

nJe Drtlgs Com/ectwn
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TABLE 3
Outguessing The CDC
AIDS Cases by Patient Characteristics
31 December 1984
Number

Drug Abusers (IV & Non-IV)
Haitians
Hemophiliacs
Gay/Bisexual Men
Other

7,234
152

Total

7,609

Percent

95
2

76
75
73

Please remember - this table is strictly guess· work. No one
including the CDC - has sufficient data to set up a "hierarchical"
table with "drug abusers" (both 1\' and non-IV) as a "patient
characteristic" .
But before you dismiss this imaginary uble bJ,Sed on
.lS the primary "patient char.lcteristic". note how
misrepresents the number of gay/bisexua. males wllh AI
element of distortion. inherent in any type of "hierarchical
tion", totally disqualifies the CDC reports as ;In .lccurate
the epidemiology of AIDS.

Drug Abuse Hypotheses
Clearly the CDC should put aside the absurdities of "hierarchi
cal presentation" and compile more comprehensive. representative
reports of "patient characteristics", And "drug abuse (both IV and
non-IV" mllst be included among those characteristics - on the basis
of verified data rather than guess-work.

THE AIDS WAR
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If reliable data on "drug abusers (both IV and non-TV)" did exist,
researchers might tend to formulate hypotheses in which drug abuse
played a central role in the etiology of AIDS. The following
hypotheses might emerge:

1. Drugs as primary factor:
Drugs destroy the body's immune system, just as alcohol
damages the liver, cigarettes promote lung cancer, and thalidomide
causes birth defects. In one laboratory experiment, fumes from
poppers caused thymic atrophy in mice. No thymus gland, no
immune system.'
2. Drug interactions:
P:micular combinations of drugs may be injurious to the
immune system. A recent study produced data on how deadly,
cancer-causing 0i-nitroso compounds are formed by an interaction
of organic nitrites (like poppers) with any of a long list of common
drugs J.nd chemicals, including artificial sweeteners. antihistJ.mines,
pain kil]ers and methadone:
Who knows what might result from poppers plus qUlaludes or
from cocaine plus tuinol? By way of analogy, let's consider the bet
that many "drug overdoses" are no such thing. An addict who has
built up a tolerJ.nce for heroin will find it almost impossible to kill
himself by taking an "overdose". Most deaths attributed to "drug
overdose" actuJ.lly result from a combin:ltion of two or more
different types of drugs. A small amount of one plus a small amount
of another could be fatal.'

'John
1986.

LlltrltS"Il

,mel Hank Wilson, Dc",[h Rush: POl'po's & AIDS, New York

'Guy Newell ('[ ",i., "Toxicity. immunosllpprc"IH' Ellens and Carcinohcnl(
Potcllllal of Volatile Nitrllc,,: Possihle Relationship to Kaposi" Sarcoma",
Ph",muw/htYf''''f''j, Septemher/Octoher 1984.

'Edward Brecher and the Editors of Consumer Reports. ChJptcr 12: "The
'Hcroin Overdosc' Mystcry <lnd Other HJ:I.ard, of Addiction" in Lieu ",Tid
I//iw Drugs, Boston & TornIllO 1972.
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3, Drugs plus bugs:
Microbes, which might be harmless in a healthy body, become
deadly in conjunction with drugs, This hypothesis was in fact put
forward three years ago by David Durack in a lead editorial for the
,"lew Eng/and Journal oiJ1edicine, Durack was attempting to explain
why AIDS is apparently new, since both \iruses and homosexual
behavior are older than history:
Some new factor may haH distorted the host-parasite
relation, So-called "recreational" drugs are one possibility. They
are widely used in the large cities where most of these cases have
occurred, and the only patients in the series reported in this
issue who were not homosexual were drug users .... Perhaps one
or more of these recreational drugs is an immunosuppressi\e
agent. The leading candidates are the nitrites. which are now
commonly inhaled to intensify orgasm.. Let us postulate that
the combined effects of persistent \iral infection plus an
adjuvant drug cause immunosuppression in some genetically
predisposed men'
The HTL\'-III virus is now being touted as the "AIDS ViruS".
Perhaps it is, but as Joseph Sonnabend and other AIDS researchers
have pointed out, it remains to be prOL'f'1I that HTL \-111 is the
primary cause of AIDS rather than just another opportunistic
infection.
At any r.lte, HTL\-III would seem to be .l "'elk virus. Prelimi
nary testing h.ls shown th.lt up to 82';;, of urb.ln g.ly men h.lve been
exposed to the \·irus without becoming sick.
Even if HTLV-III were the prim.lry etiologic.l1 factor, mere
exposure to the virus cle.lf-Iv does not suffice to C.luse AIDS. A
necessary precondition m.ly be .In alread;' we.lkened immune
system, :.l condition which is .l uSU:.l1 and expected consequence of
drug abuse.

'Da\id Durack. lead edit(}rlal. Th,
DCl'c'lllhl'r 1981.
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THE AIDS WAR

The Two Risk Reducers: Safe Sex, Drug Avoidance
The scientific approach means basing conclusions upon evidence
and progressing towards ever greater certainty. Scientists don't like
to guess. In the case of the people with AIDS, we simply do not
have the epidemiological data that we need.
Three years ago the CDC conducted a case-control study of the
first 50 gay men with AIDS, a study which was far from adequate
even at the time. Since then, there have been more than 7500
additional AIDS cases, and we know next to nothing about them.
The CDC seems content with the few "patient characteristics"
isolated four years ago and misrepresented through its "hierarchi
cal presentation".
What do we really know about the gay men with AIDS, other
than their sexual orientation label? What do we know about the IV
drug abusers? As for the Haitian AIDS cases, the CDC tables don't
even tell us exactly how many there are, let alone their physical or
behavioral characteristics. If the CDC is unwilling, or unable, to do
the necessary epidemiological research, then others ought to do it
- soon.
At this point much more information is needed. But the
evidence outlined in this article stror.giy implicates drugs in the
etiology of AIDS - at the very least as a major co-factor.
Therefore, gay men should protect themselves in every way
possible. This would mean following the "safer sex" guidelines
but even more important, completely avoiding any and all "recre
ational" drugs. If you are addicted to drugs, get help. Call l\:arcotics
Anonymous or Alcoholics Anonymous. Your life may depend on
it.

